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“Make Two Caddys” - Steps 2-9 

Step 1c) Let’s prepare our Caddy pattern 
pieces.  

 First, align Your Caddy Bottoms (#3c) 
RST with your Caddy Tops (#3a & #3b) 
along quadruple-notched edges.  

 
 Then, center and fuse Caddy Interfacing 

to WS of both the Inner and Outer Caddy.  
 

 

As you can see, there’s a  difference be-
tween the Inner and the Outer Caddy… 

The Outer Caddy has a curved top edge, 
but the Inner Caddy has a straight top 
edge. 

 

Step 2) Now we’ll make our first fold starting at the bot-
tom edge of a Caddy.  

With  Caddy right-side DOWN on flat surface, fold bottom 
single-notched edge of  Caddy down so its wrong-sides 
together along your ‘A’ fold line, until the ‘A’ double 
notches align. Press flat. 
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Step 3) Now flip your Caddy over so its 
wrong side down on the table and bring 
your ‘A’ fold line UP until the ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
double notches align.  Press flat, pin to 
secure. 

Step 4) Flip Caddy over so its right-
side DOWN its right-side DOWN on 
the table again, keeping your ‘A’ 
and ‘B’ notches secured together. 
Now fold bottom pressed end of 
Caddy DOWN wrong-sides together 
along ‘C’ fold line until your ‘C’   
single notches align.  Press flat and 
pin to secure. 

Step 5) Flip Caddy over so its wrong-
side DOWN on table , then bring your 
‘C’ fold line UP until the ‘C’ and ‘D’ 
single notches align. Press flat and 
pin in place to secure the whole area. 
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Step 6) Flip Caddy over right-side 
DOWN on table again, and with both 
previous pressed edges held togeth-
er, fold bottom pressed end of Caddy 
DOWN (wrong-sides together) along 
‘E’ fold line until both ‘E’ double 
notches align. Press flat. 
 
Are you getting the picture?  :) 
 

Step 7) Flip Caddy over wrong-side DOWN  
bringing ‘E’ fold line UP until ‘E’ and ‘F’ 
double notches align. Press flat then pin 
in place to secure. 

Step 8) Flip Caddy right-side DOWN on 
table one more time. With previous folds 
secured, fold bottom pressed end of 
Caddy DOWN wrong-sides together along 
your ‘G’ fold line until the ‘G’ single 
notches align. Press flat. 
 
Now flip Caddy wrong-side DOWN on ta-
ble bringing this last fold line UP until 
your ‘G’ and ‘H’ single notches align. 
Press flat and baste ~1/8” from both 
sets of  notched side edges to secure the 
entire unit. 
 
Now use this same procedure to create 
your 2nd Caddy.  


